Abstract Reactive mass transport (RMT) simulation is a powerful numerical tool to advance our understanding of complex geochemical processes and their feedbacks in relevant subsurface systems. Thermodynamic equilibrium defines the baseline for solubility, chemical kinetics, and RMT in general. Efficient RMT simulations can be based on the operator-splitting approach, where the solver of chemical equilibria is called by the mass transport part for each control volume whose composition, temperature, or pressure has changed. Modeling of complex natural systems requires consideration of multiphase-multicomponent geochemical models that include nonideal solutions (aqueous electrolytes, fluids, gases, solid solutions, and melts). Direct Gibbs energy minimization (GEM) methods have numerous advantages for the realistic geochemical modeling of such fluid-rock systems. Substantial improvements and extensions to the revised GEM interior point method algorithm based on Karpov's convex programming approach are described, as implemented in the GEMS3K C/C++ code, which is also the numerical kernel of GEM-Selektor v.3 package (http://gems.web.psi.ch). GEMS3K is presented in the context of the essential criteria of chemical plausibility, robustness of results, mass balance accuracy, numerical stability, speed, and portability to high-performance computing systems. The stand-alone GEMS3K code can treat very complex chemical systems with many nonideal solution phases accurately. It is fast, delivering chemically plausible and accurate results with the same or better mass balance precision as that of conventional speciation codes. GEMS3K is already used in several coupled RMT codes (e.g., OpenGeoSys-GEMS) capable of high-performance computing.
Introduction
Numerical geochemical and coupled geochemicalphysical modeling is important for understanding the complexity and feedback behavior of natural geosystems, in particular, when combined with field observations and analytical data. The specific advantage of geochemical modeling of complex multicomponentmultiphase-multiprocess systems lies in the possibility to systematically explore the parameter space, to identify the feedback between key parameters, and to investigate geosystems at pressure-temperature conditions and timescales that are not accessible to direct observation or laboratory experiments. The dramatic increase in computer speed during the last decade has facilitated construction of ever more complex models of geochemical and geophysical processes, which are now closer to the complexity of real natural systems than ever before. Examples include coupled geochemicalgeophysical models of geodynamic processes [3, 37, 52] , coupled models for biogeochemical cycles [42, 56, 61] , and reactive transport models of the shallow to deep subsurface [22, 53] .
Simulation of the spatial-temporal-chemical evolution of natural subsurface systems needs to account for transport processes (diffusion, advection) coupled with partial chemical equilibria and their feedback on the pore space and transport properties. Many coupled reactive transport codes are based on the operatorsplitting approach (e.g., [57] ), in which the chemical solver program is called by the mass transport part for each control volume every time when the composition, temperature, or pressure of the volume has changed. In realistic simulations, up to a million of nodes and time steps have to be specified for a reasonable 3-D spatial resolution and time discretization. Thus, chemical plausibility, robustness of results, mass balance accuracy, numerical stability, speed, and portability become crucial properties of the chemical solver. These can be defined as follows.
Chemical plausibility. Realistic modeling of natural multicomponent-multiphase systems requires that the solver must return not only the aqueous speciation in equilibrium with a set of pure solids but also the amounts and composition of many coexisting nonideal multicomponent solid solutions, sorption, fluid, and melt phases subject to optional metastability restrictions, along with saturation/stability indexes for all phases. Unlike Gibbs energy mimimization (GEM) codes such as ChemApp [2, 18] or HCh [50] , law of mass action (LMA) codes such as GWB [4] or PHREEQC [38] seem to partially fail against this criterion, in particular, in chemical systems relevant to hydrothermal geochemistry and petrology.
Robustness of results. The chemical solver must compute the correct equilibrium speciation and activities of components in phases for any input composition of the system, even if the latter is not well buffered. This principal task is not trivial, and it is related to the theoretical existence of single or multiple minima of the total Gibbs energy function, to the degree of nonideality of mixing, and to possible existence of phase miscibility gaps.
Mass balance precision. Most mass transport codes typically guarantee high precision, but may also cause numerical oscillations into the chemical composition of control volumes. The chemical solver must keep the mass balance residuals even smaller than the mass transport code (typically 10 −13 relative), in order to avoid the accumulation of errors in simulation over time.
Numerical performance. In a typical coupled reactive mass transport (RMT) simulation of, e.g., 10 6 nodes over 10 6 time steps, the chemical solver will be called at least 10 12 times, which poses a very high demand to its numerical stability, calculation speed, and portability to high-performance computers (HPC). In this regard, existing LMA and GEM codes appear to behave very differently [2, 25, 27, 31, 34, 38, 50, 58] . From our theoretical estimates in Section 4 below, it follows that, for similar problems, GEM codes are ca. 2 to 10 times slower than LMA codes. The reason is that the GEM algorithm finds unknown phase assemblage by minimizing total Gibbs energy while maintaining mass balance, whereas the LMA algorithm directly minimizes the mass balance residuals, but must do additional cycles if the stable phase assemblage is not known in advance.
Portability. Clearly, the compiled-linked-in code with data exchange in main memory (RAM) achieves the best performance on particular computer architecture. However, most chemical solvers are only available without the source code, either as binary dynamically linked libraries or as executable files. Sometimes, the user is forced to perform the data exchange between the transport and the chemistry parts via input/output files, which slows down the overall performance and makes the parallelization difficult. This problem can only be solved by giving access to the source code of the chemical solver.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the revised GEM interior point method (IPM) algorithm based on the convex programming method [8, 24, 25] , with substantial improvements and extensions implemented recently in the GEMS3K code for using it within coupled RMT codes. We provide arguments for the central role of chemical thermodynamic calculations in RMT, and why using this particular algorithm and code would be beneficial for coupling with existing transport codes such as OpenGeoSys (OGS) [29, 30, 46, 60] . Finally, we provide an example related to RMT simulations based on an already implemented coupling in OGS-GEMS code. On the practical side, this paper should provide guidance, sufficient understanding, and necessary detail for those who wish to couple GEMS3K with their own transport code efficiently.
Advantages of the GEM method
Solving the phase equilibrium problem for a complex heterogeneous chemical system with multiple nonideal multicomponent solution phases (aqueous, fluid, condensed, melt, etc.) requires an efficient and stable GEM algorithm. LMA algorithms are not well suited for this purpose (see discussion and details in [6] ) because some of them cannot handle nonaqueous solutions at all [4] or cannot consider in the mass balance more phases than prescribed by the Gibbs phase rule [38, 62] . The latter limitation is usually circumvented by first computing the aqueous speciation only, then using it for calculation of saturation indexes of all stoichiometrically feasible solid phases [43] . The most oversaturated phase is added to the mass balance, and the equilibrium speciation is computed again, updating also saturation indices of all solid phases. If another oversaturated phase is detected, then it is inserted to mass balance; if an undersaturated phase is found in the mass balance, then it is removed. The whole cycle is repeated until no oversaturated phase can be detected. It may not be possible to calculate accurately the saturation index of a nonideal solution phase, which makes the entire iterative selection procedure unrigorous and unreliable. A related problem is that calculations may be started from aqueous speciation in chemical systems with potentially high solid/water ratio, which would lead to unrealistically high dissolved concentrations, strongly biased activity coefficients, and unrealistic saturation indexes for some solids. Hence, the LMA method can be used with confidence and success only in waterdominated aqueous systems, where the stable mineral phase assemblage is a priori known.
Compared to chemical speciation models based on the LMA method such as PHREEQC [38] , MINEQL [62] , CHILLER [43] [44] [45] , or GWB [4] , the GEM method has the advantage that it can handle in one run any number of potentially stable phases, including many (highly) nonideal solutions. In addition, GEM calculations can directly account for processes of phase immiscibility such as liquid-vapor equilibria and solid-solid exsolution that are very important for modeling natural fluid-rock systems (e.g., [15] ). Volumes of all phases in the reactive system can be found when the standard molar volumes for their components and volumes of mixing are provided. The disadvantage of GEM is a slower convergence compared to that of LMA. The applicability of GEM algorithms is limited only by the availability of consistent standard-state molar properties of end-members and nonideal interaction parameters of mixing in each multicomponent phase (all corrected to temperature T and pressure P of interest, if necessary).
The GEM method of chemical thermodynamic modeling has been implemented in several computer codes that are used in material science, petrology, and hydrothermal geochemistry, such as ChemApp/FactSage [1, 2, 18, 19] , Gibbs/HCh [5, [48] [49] [50] , Selektor-C [8, 25] , Perplex [10, 11] , Theriak-Domino [13, 14] , MELTS [16, 20] , and GEM-Selektor ( [31] ; http://gems.web. psi.ch).
The convex programming GEM method [23] [24] [25] implemented in GEMS3K computes simultaneously the chemical speciation in all stable phases and the chemical potentials of chemical elements and charge. From that, the chemical potentials, activities, and concentrations of dependent components, saturation indices and stability criteria for phases, as well as pH and Eh in aqueous solution, are obtained. If nonideal solution phases are included, then the activity coefficients of their components are adjusted on GEM iterations and are calculated in conjunction with the primal solution. A specific feature of this approach consists in the operator splitting between GEM and mass balance refinement (MBR) steps.
One of the main goals of our work was to improve the suitability of GEM algorithm for reactive mass transport simulations. RMT simulation of the spatialtemporal evolution of a subsurface geochemical system needs to account simultaneously for fluid/tracer transport and for chemical reactions in/between phases. There are several levels of complexity of such models (Fig. 1) . Existing coupled code packages (e.g., OpenGeoSys [30, 60] ) use the operator-splitting approach, in which a chemical equilibrium solver is called for each volume after every time step of mass transport (Fig. 2) . The chemical solver code receives the modified bulk chemical composition, temperature, and pressure of the reactive part of the volume and returns the updated (meta)stable phase speciation (perhaps with changed volumes of some solid phases affecting the porosity), which is then used for performing the next time step of mass transport. Taking into account potentially large numbers of control volumes and time steps and high precision of mass conservation maintained by the hydraulic and transport algorithms, the RMT simulations demand from the chemical equilibria solver very high levels of chemical plausibility, robustness and accuracy of results, mass balance precision, numerical stability, calculation speed, and portability to high-performance computers.
The main motivation for the development of the stand-alone GEMS3K code was to provide a fast, ro- 
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100 -1000 100 -10 6 2-D and 3-D realisticTH(M)C simulation > 10 5 > 10 6 bust, and efficient solver of complex geochemical equilibria with a simple data exchange interface that would facilitate the implementation of various operatorsplitting coupled modeling codes. To date, GEMS3K has been coupled with the OpenGeoSys [30, 46, 60] , CSMP++ [12] , and MCOTAC [39] fluid mass transport simulation codes. GEMS3K can be potentially used in generic parameter fitting algorithms, calculation and plotting of phase diagrams, geodynamic modeling, model sensitivity analysis, and other coupled code applications. The second aim of the development of GEMS3K was to prepare it to be released with the source code in order to encourage future development of coupled codes suitable for parallel HPC platforms. The third aim was to maintain a full compatibility between the GEM-Selektor package and any coupled code by sharing the same GEMS3K kernel numerical code. This would allow rigorous benchmarking and verification of different coupled codes using the same chemical system definition and the same reactive mass transport model setup. 
GEMS3K code and its place in the GEM-Selektor framework
The overall structure of GEM-Selektor and standalone GEMS3K codes (all written in C/C++) and relationships between them are shown in Fig. 3 . The GEMS3K code consists of the GEM IPM numerical algorithm and the TSolMod class library, embedded in the TNode/TNodeArray class interface that can exchange the data in RAM (computer memory) or via input-output (I/O) files. The GEMS3K is also integrated into the GEM-Selektor code with the graphical (x) and u vectors are consistent with the same scalar value of the minimal total Gibbs energy of the system. The dual solution, which cannot be computed in LMA codes, is particularly useful because from the u vector, any activity-based thermodynamic quantities (activities, fugacities, pH, pe) of dependent components, the saturation indexes of phases, and criteria of phase stability can be readily obtained. In GEM codes, if phases with nonideal mixing are included, the activity coefficients of their dependent components (end members) are calculated together with the primal solution at every GEM iteration. The GEMS3K algorithm can handle heterogeneous systems with any number of potentially stable phases, including several (highly) nonideal solutions, and enhanced system complexity slows down the calculations only moderately.
The GEM problem consists in calculation of the (unknown) equilibrium speciation and phase assemblage in the system defined by pressure P, temperature T, bulk composition n (b) (expressed in absolute mole amounts of independent components), the standard state thermodynamic data for dependent components, and, optionally, parameters of models of nonideal mixing in multicomponent phases. Solving this problem means finding mole amounts of dependent components
j , j ∈ L with indexes belonging to the set L (vector x in [24] ), such that (see full list of symbols used in Appendix 1)
where
i , i ∈ N} are the input amounts of independent components with indexes belonging to the set N and A = a ij , i ∈ N, j ∈ L is a matrix constructed from the stoichiometry coefficients of independent components in formulae of dependent components. Furthermore,
is the set of additional constraints on n 
) is the total Gibbs energy function of the system:
In Eq. 3, υ j is the normalized chemical potential of the jth dependent component, written in a simplified dimensionless form as
where g j is the standard state molar Gibbs energy function of the jth dependent component corrected to temperature and pressure of interest, R is the universal gas constant, and
is the concentration relative to the chosen standard concentration scale for the respective phase. For the component of the kth condensed nonelectrolyte solution phase and for the water solvent in aqueous electrolyte, the concentration is defined as
where x j is the mole fraction, and l k is the subset of all dependent components belonging to kth phase. For aqueous electrolyte species, concentration is defined as
where m is the molality (in moles per kilogram water), and j w is the index of water solvent. For gas, plasma, or fluid species with indexes belonging to the subset l g , concentration is taken as partial pressure
and for any dependent component in a stable pure substance phase,
The activity coefficient γ j of the jth dependent component in its respective phase is taken according to the chosen model of nonideal mixing (details in [59] ). The concentrations and activity coefficients for adsorbed species can also be considered [32, 33] . The nonlogarithmic asymmetry term is [25] = 1 − x j w , ∀ j ∈ l aq \ j w for the aqueous species (6a) = 2 − x j w − 1 x j w , j w ∈ l aq for the water solvent (6b) while = 0 for condensed mixture end-members, gases, and pure-substance phases.
The convex set M1 in Eqs. 1a and 1b is called a feasible domain, composed of the system of mass balance constraints and of the set of constraints R1 (Eq. 2). If only trivial nonnegativity constraints are present in the R1 set, i.e., D 1 = ∅, D 2 = ∅, D 3 = ∅, then the speciation vector n (x) will be the primal solution of the problem (1a) and (1b) only when such a dual solution vector u exists that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary and sufficient conditions of equilibrium are satisfied [24] :
Here, T is the transpose operator, and ∧ denotes "optimal," written in vector-matrix notation. Condition (7a), rewritten with indices using Eq. 4,
implies that for the jth dependent component present at some equilibrium concentration C j > 0 in its phase, the primal chemical potential υ j must numerically equal the dual chemical potential
From Eqs. 5b, 5c and 8, it follows that (in equilibrium) the GEM dual solution u i values (Lagrange multipliers for balance constraints based on n (b) i ) are the chemical potentials of thermodynamically independent components and that u i must have the same value in all coexisting phases. The condition (7c) zeroes off the mole amounts of unstable species and phases. The KKT conditions are actually checked over dependent components whose indexes belong to the set L S defined as [25] 
Here, is the set of indexes of phases, and ε x is the numerical cutoff operational threshold (10 −40 < ε x < 10 −20 mol). Amounts of all species below ε x are zeroed off, and indexes of such species are removed from the L S set.
In the actual GEM IPM algorithm, the extended KKT conditions [8, 25] are considered for the complete "nontrivial" R1 set in order to simulate various metastable or so-called kinetically controlled partial equilibrium states:
The parameters p j in Eq. 11d comprise additional Lagrange multipliers conjugate to dependent components with nontrivial two-side constraints (set D 3 ), e.g., additional parts of the dual solution of the problem (1a) and (1b) with two-side metastability amount constraints.
The GEM IPM algorithm as implemented in the GEMS3K code
The original GEM IPM is described elsewhere [24, 25] . Later on, it was considerably modified into the IPM-2 algorithm [8, 9] , claimed to be more accurate and stable. However, our attempts to couple IPM-2 (in the form of the stand-alone GEMIPM2K code) with mass transport codes (e.g., [46] ) have shown that the accuracy and stability of IPM-2 were still not sufficient. The problem was finally solved by reconsidering potential pathways of error propagation in primal and dual solution approximations within the IPM algorithm, modifying the definition of convergence criteria in the MBR loops of the algorithm, developing a modified method for calculating phase and species stability, and adding internal rescaling of the input bulk composition to a fixed total number of moles of independent components in the system. This revised GEM IPM version 3 algorithm, which constitutes the core of the GEMS3K code, is briefly described below. As in many other numerical methods, the accuracy and feasibility of the initial approximation n (y) of the primal solution are paramount for the efficient convergence and for the quality of results. This is because the GEM IPM algorithm is organized internally in an operator-splitting mode, where the mass balance is improved in one subroutine and the direct minimization of Gibbs energy is performed in another procedure, which maintains the previously obtained mass balance precision. Hence, the mass balance precision in IPM is basically inherited from that of the preceding approximation of the n (y) vector.
Structure and f low chart of the GEM IPM algorithm
The flow chart of the revised GEM IPM algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . A more detailed description of the main steps of GEM IPM, relevant for coupling with the GEMS3K code, is given in Appendix 2.
Briefly, the chemical system definition provided at input always contains thermodynamic data for dependent components and phases plus the bulk chemical composition n (b) of the system. In addition, it might contain the initial chemical speciation n (y) , obtained from a previous equilibrium calculation, that will be used as initial approximation. By default, in the automatic initial approximation (AIA) mode, the initial speciation n (y) that is required to proceed with the main IPM descent algorithm is obtained by solving a simplified GEM problem using the linear programming (LP) simplex algorithm, modified to tolerate nontrivial one-or two-side metastability constraints n (s) vector that have zero amount after convergence of the LP simplex-method calculation must be filled out with a small value ε f (ca. 10 −5 mol for a total amount of 1,000 mol of all independent components in the system). This insertion distorts the mass balance with respect to the input n (b) i values and increases some balance residuals to about n·10 −5 mol. To correct for this distortion, a nonlinear MBR procedure (Appendix 2.2) is used for minimizing the mass balance residuals for all independent components to less than a threshold value (typically 10 −13 ) normalized relative to the absolute input mole amount n (b) i of any ith independent component. This yields a balanced feasible initial approximation (FIA) vector n (y) , suitable as input for the MainIPMDescent() procedure. "Feasible" means that the n (y) vector belongs to the so-called feasible domain, i.e., the set M1 in Eqs. 1a and 1b.
Alternatively, if a suitable speciation vector n (y) is already available at input (e.g., from a previous GEM calculation), the procedure for obtaining the FIA as described above can be skipped. Substituting the input n (y) vector as FIA is called the smart initial approximation (SIA) mode, which normally results in much faster GEM calculations relative to the AIA mode. Unlike for the n (y) vector obtained in the AIA mode, it is not guaranteed that the input speciation vector used in the SIA mode will always represent the correct MB distorted?
Phases removed / inserted
Species amounts corrected equilibrium phase assemblage. Hence, the speed gain by SIA is associated with a certain risk to obtain an inconsistent set of phases present in the mass balance.
For chemical equilibrium problems involving a stable aqueous phase, gas mixture, and only pure solids, any inconsistent phase can be rigorously detected and corrected by the subsequent phase stability analysis (see Appendix 2.4), but this is not always possible if nonideal solution phases are included in the system but they are not present in SIA. Conversely, for chemical problems with many nonideal solution phases (aqueous phase, solid solutions, fluid mixtures, etc.), the slower AIA mode is preferable. The vector n (y) is substituted into the main IPM descent algorithm (Appendix 2.3), which adjusts simultaneously primal and dual solution approximations of the GEM problem at every iteration, until the criterion of convergence C D < ε D is satisfied (ε D is the empirical threshold chosen in the range 10 −7 to 10 −5 ). Optionally, the new routine for detection of dual solution approximation divergence is used to obtain an approximate but valid solution for cases where the chemical system is ill-defined. The GEM IPM algorithm eliminates any dependent component whose mole amount drops below the numerical threshold ε x and proceeds to the stable phase assemblage and speciation by successively zeroing off all such unstable dependent components.
In the phase selection-speciation cleanup subroutine (Appendix 2.4), the stability indices ( k , k , f α,k ) for all phases are calculated from the IPM dual solution, and the quality of the entire primal solution n (x) j is checked and (if necessary) corrected within the SpeciationCleanup() algorithm. If any phase is detected that is not present in the mass balance but should be stable or if some correction violates the mass balance residual tolerance, the loop involving the main IPM descent procedure is repeated using the current (cleaned up) primal solution as FIA. Otherwise, the highly accurate and consistent GEM dual and primal solutions are delivered as output, together with activity coefficients of dependent components in all nonideal solution phases.
Precision and robustness of the GEM IPM algorithm
Given that consistent thermodynamic data are used, the GEM IPM algorithm must always yield a correct and accurate equilibrium phase assemblage and speciation, regardless of how different are the input total amounts of independent components, and how many pure and solution phases were included into the initial definition of the chemical system. However, in calculation of real systems, this is limited by the achievable level of consistency between the primal and dual solutions of the numerical IPM algorithm, by the mass balance precision, and by the presence or absence of internal redox buffers in the chemical system. In fact, these issues are usually not discussed with reference to chemical speciation codes, with rare exceptions (e.g., PHREEQC [38] ). The analysis of error propagation throughout the flowchart (Fig. 4) can be performed keeping in mind that (1) the GEM IPM algorithm produces two solutions (primal and dual) that are identical only in theory, (2) the GEM and the MBR steps are separated in an operator-splitting mode, (3) steps where species (dependent components) are inserted or eliminated partially degrade the mass balance, (4) correct composition-activity relationships in nonideal solution phases may be partially distorted by applied smoothing procedures (Appendix 2.7), and (5) activity coefficients of dependent components are only adjusted after each IPM iteration.
The requirement of obtaining robust results implies that the GEM IPM solver must compute correct phase assemblage, equilibrium speciation, and activities of components for any feasible input bulk composition of the system and for a wide range of numerical tolerances. This task is not trivial, and it is related to the theoretical existence of single or multiple minima of the total Gibbs energy function, to the extent of nonideality of mixing, and to the presence of miscibility gaps (see Appendix 2.6). We consider the system numerically stiff when chemical potentials of some ICs or DCs are not well constrained by physically significant amounts of relevant chemical species or persistent contributions from activity coefficients. In such a system, the resulting IPM solution may significantly depend on numerical tolerances (e.g., ε D ), including the controls of smoothing (Appendix 2.7). To detect numerically stiff systems, a special new procedure has been added to the GEMS3K IPM algorithm implementation (Appendix 2.8). In most cases, the detected stiffness manifested in the divergence of dual solution approximation is due to the absence of redox buffering in the system. This then calls for a more careful setup of the system definition.
Performance of the GEM IPM kernel code
The GEM IPM algorithm described above uses an operator-splitting approach that minimizes mass balance residuals (MBR stage) and then minimizes the total Gibbs energy of the system while preserving the mass balance (main IPM descent stage). In both procedures, each iteration involves solving n = n(N) linear equations with n = n(N) unknowns using a (n · n) coefficient matrix (where n(N) is the number of independent components). The MBR stage typically converges in a few iterations, whereas the IPM descent stage may need up to few thousand iterations in certain cases (see estimates below). Any GEM algorithm that simultaneously looks for the minimum in total Gibbs energy and minimizes mass balance residuals would have to solve a SLE of at least (2n·2n) size at each iteration [5, 23] , performing at least the same number of iterations as the IPM descent algorithm. This explains qualitatively why the operator splitting used in GEM IPM is fast and numerically efficient. Additional gain in speed can be achieved in most cases through usage of the SIA that reduces the number of IPM descent iterations by 10-20 times.
Theoretical estimates of GEM IPM computational costs as compared to other methods
It is known that the theoretical number of floatingpoint operations (flops) of a SLE solver using the Cholesky or LU decomposition is about n 3 /3 and 2n 3 /3, respectively [55] . Assuming that both steps of the GEM IPM algorithm perform an equal number of iterations n(r) (in practice, the MBR does much less iterations than the IPM) and that the LU decomposition is used in rare cases, the calculation time of the whole GEM IPM operator-splitting procedure will be proportional to 2/3·n(r) · n 3 , where n = n(N) is the number of independent components. If n(N) is doubled, the calculation time must consequently increase eight times. Conversely, for a hypothetical GEM algorithm that does not use an operator-splitting approach but solves a problem of simultaneous minimization of total Gibbs energy and mass balance residuals, the size of the SLE to solve on n(r) iterations would be at least 2n, this SLE cannot be guaranteed positively definite, and the calculation time would be theoretically proportional to
. Such a code would be four to eight times slower than the GEM IPM kernel code for the same number of independent components in the system. By comparison, LMA algorithms such as MINEQL [62] directly minimize the mass balance deviations while maintaining the system of boundary conditions imposed by the LMA expressions and equilibrium constants for "product species." The commonly used Newton-Raphson algorithm has a quadratic convergence behavior (e.g., [28] ), which means that, in order to reach the double precision of 14 decimal digits
, it needs n(r) <8 iterations. For each iteration, the Jacobian matrix has to be inverted by solving the SLE with the (n · n) coefficient matrix; hence, the LMA algorithm is expected to require a calculation time proportional to between 7/3·n 3 and 14/3·n 3 , i.e., roughly 2-10 times faster than the GEM IPM. However, this advantage of LMA is outweighted in complex chemical thermodynamic systems with many potentially possible solid phases that cannot all be included in the initial approximation. For such systems, many external loops in an operator-splitting mode are necessary for adding oversaturated and removing undersaturated phases in the mass balance (see Section 1, see also [6] ).
A combined GEM-LMA algorithm (e.g., in the HCh code, Shvarov, 2011, personal communication) starts with obtaining a rough GEM primal solution, which is then improved by successive LMA runs, followed by application of phase stability criteria to decide which phases to remove and which to insert into the mass balance. Because the computational cost of the GEM calculation is about n(r) · n 3 (with n(r) about 100) and that of LMA is about 4l · n 3 (l is the number of loops for phase stability checking, typically about 10), the total cost in this case would be (n(r) + 4l) · n 3 , i.e., in multiphase systems definitely greater than that of the operator-splitting GEM IPM algorithm. However, this toll is justified for systems with diverging chemical potentials of some independent components, because the GEM method alone cannot accurately solve such equilibria.
GEM algorithms used mainly for plotting complex phase diagrams in petrology, such as Theriak [13, 14] and Perplex [11] , reduce the nonlinear minimization problem (1a) and (1b) to a sequence of LP problems solved by the simplex method. Simplex LP algorithms have the exponential time complexity [55] but show in practice the performance of O · (m + n), so they are in most cases very efficient algorithms when n and m are not very large. In the given problem (1a) and (1b), the sizes are n = n(N) (basis) and m = n( ) ≤ n(L), and the number of dependent components n(L) can be several times that of n(N). Assuming that for a chemical system typically n(L) = 9 n(N), the cost of one simplex LP run can thus be estimated as 100·n. In the Perplex code [11] , any solution phase is compositionally discretized to a large number of phases with fixed composition (termed pseudocompounds), but only one LP step per equilibrium speciation problem is done, so the computational cost can be about 10 4 · n. In the Theriak [14] code, the LP run for the whole system is embedded in several l loops where solving the LP is preceded by adjusting equilibrium compositions of all multicomponent phases [13] , which is done by a steepest descent nonlinear minimization of Gibbs energy of each phase composed of n f end members (n f = 4 ± 2). Assuming the cost of the steepest descent algorithm to be about n(r) · (n f ) 3 (where n(r) is typically 15 ± 10) and the number of solution phases equal to n, the total cost can be estimated as l · (n·15·4 3 + 100 n) or about l·10 3 · n, i.e., comparable to that of Perplex. For a system with 10 independent components, performance of both LP-based algorithms is slightly slower than that of LMA, but for a system with 30 independent components and many multicomponent phases, it may be significantly faster. However, LP-based algorithms suffer from inefficient calculation of aqueous speciation and from insufficient mass balance precision due to the technical limits of phase composition discretization to pseudocompounds (J. Connolly, personal communication).
The estimated computational costs (summarized in Table 1) show that GEM IPM is significantly slower than LMA or LP-based algorithms, but substantially faster than other GEM or combined GEM + LMA methods. The rather high uncertainty in such estimates comes from the complexity of the chemical system and must be associated with the number of GEM iterations n(r), usually ranging between 1 and 1,000, and the number of phase stability loops l, assumed to be between 1 and 20.
Impact of nonideal solution phases
Another important factor that may strongly affect the algorithm performance is the presence of strong nonideality of mixing in some phases, which can either disturb the convergence of the IPM or cause difficulties in the vicinity of the consolute point of miscibility gaps. In this area, the differences in Gibbs energy between exsolving phases, as well as the IPM gradients, become very small, slowing down the convergence. However, GEM IPM always converges correctly in this region, and the number of iterations dramatically decreases Operator splitting between n × n n (r) avg. 60, l = max(1, −n) ∼(n(r) + 4l) · n 3 GEM and multiple LMA steps LP-based (Perplex)
Operator splitting between n × 10 4 n n(r) = 1, l < 5 ∼l · n · 10 4 LP simplex and phase-solution composition discretization LP-based (Theriak)
Operator splitting between n × 9n n (r) = 15, l < 100, n f = 4 ∼l · n · (n(r) · (n f ) 3 + 100) LP simplex and phase-solution composition 'equilibration' by GEM MBRs: mass balance residuals when moving away from the consolute point. In some systems of this type, up to 7,000 IPM iterations may be required (regardless whether AIA or SIA mode), while less than 100 iterations are sufficient in most chemical systems when the AIA mode is used. In the SIA mode, the typical number of iterations may be 10 to 50 times less. The SIA mode has, therefore, a high potential for speeding up coupled reactive transport simulations.
Data exchange interface (TNode class), memory structures, and input/output files
The revised GEM IPM algorithm described above is implemented as a C++ class, which is embedded in the TNode C++ class implementing the data exchange interface. Together, both classes comprise the GEMS3K code, compatible with doxygen specifications (see http:// www.doxygen.org) for generating the source code documentation. One particular goal of the GEMS3K development was to retain the code implementation and handling of input/output data as simple as possible, as a prerequisite for compiling the coupled RMT-GEM program on any computer architecture, up to parallel HPC clusters. Consequently, the GEMS3K program can only use the data for a compressed GEM problem encapsulated in the IPM work data structure. Because of this, the GEMS3K code has some restrictions compared to the full GEM-Selektor-3 package (Table 2) . Based on considerations of data organization and exchange efficiency, the input data Table 3 . Only one relatively large DCH and one IPM file contain all the data relevant for the definition of the chemical system, models of mixing, and numerical settings of the GEM IPM algorithm. The node-specific data are exclusively contained in a set of small and compact input-output DBR files. The advantage of having three different types of input files instead of one single file type is that in a typical RMT problem with a large number of nodes, higher performance and flexibility of the coupled code can be achieved at much less amount of data exchange. The TNode class, designed for connecting GEMS3K to upper-level (e.g. mass transport) codes, provides a collection of access methods (function calls) for loading the input chemical system definition and related thermodynamic and composition data into the IPM work structure, running the GEM IPM algorithm for one calculation of equilibrium state, and extracting the calculated speciation results. For the subsequent visualization, the output in VTK format files (http://www.vtk.org) is also supported. The TNode class uses two data exchange interface structures, which are DATACH and DATABR. The structures can be allocated in the computer memory and written into or read from text/binary files (DCH and DBR file, respectively). The parameters of nonideal mixing models in phases, as well as the numerical controls and tolerances of GEM IPM, can be exchanged via the IPM file (loaded directly into the IPM work structure). A set of direct access methods to parameters of mixing models and thermodynamic data kept in IPM work structure is provided in the TNode class for the efficient implementation of coupled codes for GEM input parameter fitting, in particular, GEMSFIT.
Because the TNode class is also plugged into the GEM-Selektor package, DCH, IPM, and DBR files can be exported using a specific GUI dialog and then directly used as input in the stand-alone coupled code, as described below. Moreover, results of standalone calculations of equilibria in nodes can be written in DBR files that can be imported into a "parent" GEM-Selektor modeling project as additional systemequilibrium (SysEq) records (details in GEM-Selektor runtime help). There, the input and output GEM data can be conveniently explored and compared with internally recomputed speciation. This functionality can save the user a lot of time for tedious work with I/O files. It supports our recommendation first to set up in a GEM-Selektor project the chemical system definitions and initial bulk compositions of node types and test them within relevant temperature and pressure intervals, before exporting them in GEMS3K I/O files and starting expensive calculations with a stand-alone RMT code.
The DATACH data structure
The DATACH structure (mirrored in the DCH input file) contains the input definition of the chemical system visible to both GEMS3K and to the external coupled code. The respective dimensions, lists of components and phases, etc. will be automatically copied into the IPM work data structure (belonging to the TMulti class) upon initialization of the TNode class instance, which includes reading of one DCH, one IPM, and at least one DBR file.
Representation of thermodynamic data for variable pressure-temperature conditions. Direct access to the GEM-Selektor thermodynamic database is not possible, and extensive functionality for pressure- DCH and DBR files are automatically (un)packed to/from the MULTI (IPM work data) memory structure using functions provided by the TNode class temperature corrections of thermodynamic data is not available in the stand-alone GEMS3K code. Therefore, the retrieval of thermodynamic data for dependent components is implemented in GEMS3K by an interpolation through lookup arrays provided in the DATACH structure and in the DCH file. These lookup arrays can be generated through a GUI dialog in the GEM-Selektor-3 package from the modeling project thermodynamic database when exporting the DCH file. To use the lookup arrays, the TNode class employs a 2-D Lagrangian interpolation routine that extracts thermodynamic data for temperature and pressure of interest and loads them into the IPM work data structure before starting the next GEM IPM calculation.
The DATABR data structure
This data structure (and DBR file), which contains all information relevant for node data exchange with the external multispecies mass transport code, relies on dimensions provided in the DATACH structure. Hence, the DCH file must be read before IPM and DBR file(s) in order to initialize the IPM work structure and the DATABR instances and to perform the dynamic memory allocation in them.
Modes of interaction between GEMS3K and the upperlevel code. For calling GEM IPM calculations, the
NodeStatusCH flag sets the GEM initial approximation mode at input and will be reset to a GEM IPM return code after each GEM calculation. Hence, the upper-level code must reset this flag every time when the GEM calculation should be performed, and check the return value immediately after getting the control back. The most important situations (at TNode level of coupling) are summarized in Table 4 . In the AIA mode, GEM calculations are robust and reproducible but may be comparatively slow (20 to 1,000 IPM iterations, depending on the chemical system definition and composition). The alternative SIA mode uses the current contents of the speciation (xDC) and activity coefficients gam vectors (perhaps modified through the DATABR interface after the mass transport step) as the initial approximation. If the xDC vector for the current node does not violate the mass balance relative to the current bulk composition vector (bIC) and neither the phase assemblage nor the redox state is changing, then GEM IPM is expected to perform only very few iterations (i.e., 10 to 20 times faster than in the AIA mode). This substantial acceleration can be paramount for running large 2-D or 3-D coupled RMT models.
The SIA mode may be preferable over the AIA mode when the mass transport part only moves aqueous species. In this case, any changed chemical speciation in the node is guaranteed to remain mass-balanced because the corrections to the bulk composition vector (n (b) in Eq. 1b, called bIC in DATABR structure and DBR file) are calculated from the corrections to speciation (primal solution) vector n (x) in Eq. 1a, called SIA mode of GEM calculations: Before calling GEM run: set NodeStatusCH = NEED_GEM_SIA (=5). Fast, but results may be not always robust After GEM run: check that NodeStatusCH = OK_GEM_SIA (=6). or = OK_GEM_AIA (=2). If yes: copy GEM results to MT data structures and proceed with the next node. NodeStatusCH = OK_GEM_AIA (=2) implies that the GEM IPM algorithm had found the node chemical speciation inappropriate as initial approximation and has switched to the automatic (simplex) initial approximation (AIA). Error codes 3 or 4 have the same meaning as above for the AIA start. NodeStatusCH may return BAD_GEM_SIA (=7) or ERR_GEM_SIA (8); if so, try restarting GEM run for this node in the AIA mode.
"xDC" in DATABR). The latter then is a good initial approximation at least in the sense of mass balance, and the MBR procedure is not expected to perform any additional iterations.
In meaningful RMT problems, typically the phase assemblage changes or redox transitions occur across some distinct reaction fronts that are represented by only a small fraction of the nodes. In such a node, the current speciation taken in SIA mode might be an invalid GEM initial approximation. The GEM IPM algorithm has several built-in criteria that can detect this condition (see Appendices 2.2, 2.3, and 2.8 for details). In cases where this situation is detected, the program automatically switches to the AIA and obtains a correct new phase assemblage and speciation at more computational cost. However, for the vast majority of nodes, slight changes of speciation and composition as a consequence of mass transport would not result in a phase transformation or a redox transition.
Experience from the provisional coupling of GEMS3K with transport codes

OGS-GEMS
OGS, hosted at the Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research (UFZ), is a research initiative for the development of computational methods for the solution of thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical processes in porous-fractured media. Applications are in the fields of groundwater and surface hydrology, water resources, geotechnics, radioactive waste disposal, geothermal energy, and CO 2 storage [7, 30, 35, 46, 47, 51, 54, 60, 63] . The concept of OpenGeoSys is a distributed open source scientific software development that should benefit from joint efforts of all involved groups. The OpenGeoSys modules for simulation of groundwater flow and transport of dissolved species have been coupled to the GEMS3K kernel. The coupling strategy, verification examples, and the first applications were briefly described by Shao et al. [46] . Like for similar coupled codes, application of the OGS-GEMS coupled code is limited by long calculation times and extensive memory requirements. Driven by these shortcomings, we recently parallelized the central geochemical loop in OGS-GEMS that contains independent calls to GEMS3K for each finite element node. We used an existing MPI implementation of OGS [60] and combined this with a multithreaded calculation of the coupling loop [64] . The combination of multithreading and MPI provides an effective and flexible environment to speed 5 Model domain, transport boundary, and initial conditions [29] for the RMT example up OGS-GEMS calculations while limiting the required memory use. We would like to remark that this was only possible because the GEMS3K code is thread-safe, i.e., it is safely possible to run multiple instances of GEMS3K, as these do not share any data structures.
Benchmark example
The verification example is based on a hypothetical setup of a benchmark test case, which conceptionally considers 1-D advection-dominated mass transport, instantaneous calcite dissolution, and dolomite precipitation processes. This benchmark test was first proposed by Engesgaard and Kipp [17] for model verification of the MST1D code and later used by Prommer [41] for the PHT3D code. It is also used as an official test case for different couplings between OGS and chemical equilibrium solvers. The following description is adapted from [29, 46] . A 1-D column that initially contains calcite and water saturated with calcite in the pore space is continuously infiltrated by water that contains dissolved magnesium chloride (Fig. 5) . With the progressive movement of the MgCl 2 advection front, calcite dissolves, and dolomite is temporarily formed as a product of incongruent dissolution but eventually dissolves as well. The media properties and the thrermodynamic setup are detailed in [46] . For OGS-GEMS calculations, all the independent components and species need to be explicitly set for initial and boundary conditions. In this example, all concentration values are given in the unit of moles per cubic meter of water. This test has been simulated by OGS-PHREEQC, OGS-ChemApp, and OGS-GEMS. In all these benchmarks, the same GEMS built-in version of Nagra/PSI 01/01 chemical thermodynamic database was used. Figure 6 depicts a comparison of simulation results, which shows excellent agreement between the different coupled RMT code implementations.
Outlook
The GEMS3K geochemical equilibrium solver facilitates geochemical modeling of multicomponent-multiphase equilibria, delivering robust and numerically stable results with high mass balance precision that is comparable to conventional speciation codes that use the LMA method. Based on the revised GEM IPM convex programming algorithm, GEMS3K is able to accurately solve complex geochemical systems with many nonideal solution phases, including dilute to concentrated aqueous solutions, solid solutions, gas mixtures, supercritical fluids, melts, and sorption phases. The modular and computationally efficient code design, foreseen to be released an open source under the LGPL v.3 license [21] , is favorable for coupling GEMS3K to existing mass transport codes, developing new RMT codes, and implementing advanced geophysical-geochemical models that simulate geodynamic processes and global geochemical cycles. Because GEMS3K is also included into the GUI-driven GEM-Selektor code package, all input data required for coupled reactive transport simulations can be straightforwardly created and tested in GEM-Selektor and then exported interactively into a file set for use in stand-alone codes coupled with GEMS3K. Future developments will include substantial extension of the built-in selection of equation-of-state and activity models for multicomponent phases available in the TSolMod class library, reimplementation of sorption models into a TSorpMod class library using a object-oriented code architecture similar to TSolMod, implementation of models for mineral dissolution and precipitation kinetics in a TKinMet class library, extensions to enable the GEMSFIT coupled code to access thermodynamic data for dependent components, coupling GEMS3K to codes for calculation and plotting phase diagrams, and implementing methods that would facilitate consistent minimization of thermodynamic potentials other than Gibbs energy [26] , such as Helmholtz energy and negative entropy.
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Appendix 2
Details on revised GEM IPM algorithm and implementation in the GEMS3K code
Selection of the initial approximation
If the input chemical system definition contains a speciation which is compatible with the bulk chemical composition and phase assemblage, it can be directly used as FIA in the smart initial approximation mode. In this case, the GEM IPM algorithm usually makes approximately 10 to 20 times less iterations, which may be highly beneficial for the overall performance of large coupled reactive transport calculations, even on parallel architectures. However, there is no guarantee that the previously computed speciation, even for the same node, is in the feasible domain. This situation is usually detected with MBR or PSSC procedures, and the GEM IPM algorithm then automatically switches to the AIA mode. This detection mechanism is not absolutely efficient, particularly in systems with more than one highly nonideal solution phases, and more numerical research is required in this area.
An automatic (simplex) FIA must be used in all cases when the stable phase assemblage or the redox state is different from the previously computed equilibrium state or if the latter is not available at all. Otherwise, the old solution vectors n (y) = n (x),old and γ = γ (old) with the new bulk composition n (b) = n (b ),new are simply forwarded to the MBR procedure. In the AIA mode, the generic nonlinear GEM problem is first truncated into a LP subproblem by cutting off the concentration and activity coefficient terms in chemical potential expressions (Eq. 4) for all dependent components:
where the constant c j is defined as
The λ j is the optional constant controlling the stability of j-th dependent component at LP initial approximation, when each dependent component (species) is treated as a pure phase. The LP subproblem (Eq. 12) is then solved using a modified simplex algorithm, which yields very small relative mass balance residuals (ς< 10 −12 ). The GEMS3K calculation is completed at this point, if no solution phases (having two or more dependent components) are present in the chemical system definition. Otherwise, the original nonlinear minimization problem (Eqs. 1a, 1b to 3) is restored. Initial values of n (y) j are set equal to simplex-calculated amounts n
This initial approximation fill-out procedure ensures that thermodynamically stable phases and species will not be eliminated from the final GEM result.
The MBR procedure
In order to obtain a FIA before starting the main IPM descent loop, the mass balance must be substantially improved. This is done within the MassBalanceRefinement() procedure that iteratively adjusts some n (y) j values in such a way that any mass balance residual
does not exceed a small prescribed tolerance value ε b,i , and the approximation remains in the feasible domain M1 (see Eqs. 1a and 1b). Here and below, (r) stands for the iteration index. In the original IPM algorithm [24, 25] , these threshold values ε b for balance residuals ς i were taken to be the same for all independent components, in the range of 10 −8 ≤ ε b ≤ 10 −6 mol. Such accuracy was not sufficient for environmental and (radioactive) waste disposal applications, ore metal solubility calculations, and reactive transport simulations, where total amounts of trace elements (radionuclides, precious ore metals) can be 10 −9 mol or less per 1 kg of water solvent. Development work was directed towards substantial improvement of the mass balance precision particularly for trace elements, resulting in a modified MBR procedure that satisfies the strictest requirements. MBR iterations (usually a few) are completed when
where i e is the index of the electrical charge IC, and 10 −15 < ε b < 10 −12 is the empirical threshold. The new relative scale conditions (Eq. 15) result in excellent mass balance precision for both major and trace independent components. It is different from that in previous versions of GEM IPM code, where an absolute condition max i ς (r) i ≤ ε 3 (in moles) has been used, resulting in good accuracy for major elements, but frequently in an unsatisfactory one for trace elements.
In GEMS3K, combined criteria of a relative mass balance threshold for minor/trace (Eq. 15) and an absolute threshold ε abs for major independent components (for instance, H and O in aquatic systems) are implemented. The latter can either be equal to the relative value ε b (this is the default) or set separately as 10 −|ε b,exp| using a prescribed decimal exponent ε b,exp . This combination of both relative and absolute mass balance precision may be beneficial for chemical systems with several nonideal solution phases that contain elements present at both major and trace concentration levels.
The refined vector n (y) is copied into the start primal approximation vector n (x,0) ∈ M1 of the main GEM IPM descent algorithm and also used to compute first approximations of activity coefficients in nonideal phases γ (0) , as well as those of primal chemical potentials υ (0) (Eq. 4).
Main IPM descent algorithm
The MainIPMDescent() procedure iteratively adjusts both the primal n (x,y) and dual u (b ,y) solution vectors while decreasing the total Gibbs energy function of the system G(n (x) ). At the rth iteration, first the descentdirection vector (r) is obtained, then the optimal step length λ r is estimated, and finally the primal solution approximation is corrected as
The direction-of-descent vector (r) is found by solving a dual nonlinear minimization subproblem
where the constraint A = 0 preserves the mass balance, the ellipsoid
upper and lower metastability constraints by a single additional constraint, and the corresponding weight multipliers are given as
In solving the subproblem (Eq. 17), as well as a similar subproblem in the MBR procedure, the internal linearization procedure is performed, in which the system of linear equations is solved for the Lagrange multipliers υ (r) i using the Cholesky method. In GEMS3K, the Jama TNT C++ library [40] is used for this purpose.
After calculation of the descent-direction (r) vector (see Eq. 17), the optimal step length λ r is found by solving a unidimensional minimization subproblem
where the μ r value is determined from the condition that the point n (x,r) + μ r (r) lies at the boundary of the feasible domain M1 [9] . The new primal solution vector n (x,y+1) is then obtained from Eq. 16 and further used for the correction of activity coefficients in solution phases γ (r+1) j to be applied at the next IPM iteration for computing a new approximation of primal chem-ical potentials υ (r+1) j . Activity coefficients and related configurational entropy terms for various solution and fluid phase models of mixing are computed as described in [59] .
The convergence of IPM iteration process is checked using a modified Dikin's criterion C D , which is defined as
Iterations are completed when C D ≤ ε D , where 10 −7 ≤ ε D ≤ 10 −3 mol is the empirical threshold. For a system having a total amount of 1,000 mol of independent components, the C D is typically set to about 3·10 −6 . The number of performed iterations strongly depends on the system complexity (total number of components, presence of strongly nonideal solution phases) and on the mode of initial approximation. In the AIA mode, typically 15 to 1,000 iterations are done, in the SIA mode, about 1 to 100 iterations are required (usually only a few). After the final recalculation of activity coefficients, the main IPM descent run is completed, and the primal and dual solutions are subsequently checked for their consistency.
PhaseSelection and SpeciationCleanup algorithms
Consistency checks are performed within the PSSC procedure. In GEMS3K, the completely revised PSSC replaces the Select-2 procedure used in older versions of GEM-Selektor and Selektor codes [9, 25] . The latter is, however, retained as an option that might be useful in complex systems with many nonideal solution phases. In such systems, a subtle interplay between small differences in Gibbs energy between different solution phases of similar bulk composition (particularly Fe-Mg silicates) and slight distortion of compositionactivity relationships arising from activity coefficient smoothing procedures (see below) might result in numerical convergence problems that are in some cases better resolved by the old Select-2 procedure. The main reason for introducing the new PSSC procedure was to improve the overall robustness and precision of the primal solution n (x) , sometimes found to be insufficient for coupled reactive mass transport calculations. The PSSC procedure has two essential steps, which are PhaseSelection and SpeciationCleanup.
The PhaseSelection run begins with the StabilityIndexes() procedure, where the stability indexes k , k , k ∈ for all phases in the system are computed. They are defined as
is the estimate of mole fraction of the jth component in the kth phase, ω are taken in the mole fraction scale and calculated depending on the phase type [59] . The ω ( u) j values are obtained, as derived from Eqs. 4 to 6a, 6b. After calculation of stability indices for all phases, including those eliminated in the IPM run, the primal solution is checked phase by phase for consistency against the dual solution according to phase selection rules. When the loop over all phases is completed, the PSSC procedure proceeds with the SpeciationCleanup algorithm, which is performed in another loop over all phases whose components belong to the L S set, as obtained from PhaseSelection. After all components of the phase have been checked and corrected, the PSSC procedure analyzes the results and Table 6 Cases resulting after the PSSC procedure
A
The best case when no phases have been inserted and no mass balance violations occurred upon phase elimination or speciation cleanup. It is then sufficient to run the final MBR step, recalculate activity coefficients, and release the primal n (x,c) and dual u solutions that are highly accurate and consistent with each other B If the mass balance violation flag has been activated at least for one species or phase, n (y) = n (x,c) is assigned, and the full main GEM IPM sequence (Fig. 4) MBR(It), IPM Descent(It), and PSSC(It) is repeated after incrementing the global loop counter It. To prevent an infinite loop, maximum six iterations (It < 6) are allowed in GEMS3K. If inconsistencies persist after the sixth attempt in the PSSC procedure, the changes are not accepted, and the IPM primal solution n (x) is returned, marked as incompletely consistent with the primal solution identifies subsequent actions of the GEM IPM solver (Table 6 ). The overall behavior of the GEM IPM algorithm strongly depends on the mode of the initial approximation. In principle, error conditions can be generated at each numerical step shown in Fig. 4 . In the SIA mode, any such error leads to a complete restart of GEM IPM calculation using the AIA mode. In the AIA mode, two error conditions do not prevent yielding solutions that are either incompletely consistent (after six PSSC loops have been performed) or insufficiently accurate (when MBR cannot converge at prescribed maximum number of iterations). In these two cases, the respective warning codes are generated. All other errors result in returning an error code but yield no valid primal and dual solution.
Comparison of new PSSC and old Selekt-2 procedures
The phase stability index k (Eqs. 21 and 22) is a generalization of the saturation index, broadly used in LMA speciation calculations and in simulation of mineral dissolution and precipitation kinetics [4, 43, 44] . Because k is directly related to the KKT conditions (Eqs. 7c, 11a, 11b and 11c), it can be compared with the Karpov's phase stability index f α [23, 24] used in the old Selekt-2 procedure, which in our notation is expressed as
where x j is the mole fraction of the jth component in the kth phase. This definition can be compared with the stability index from Eq. 22:
There is also a numerical difference in the application of phase selection rules using empirical thresholds. In the Select-2 procedure, ε − = ε + = ε and the phase is considered stable if −ε ≤ f α,k ≤ ε [8] . In the PSSC procedure, the phase is considered stable if −ε − < k < ε + or −ε − < log 10 f α,k + 1 < ε + (Eq. 24). This comparison shows that, for the same ε threshold values, the linear-scale criterion f α in Selekt-2 is more sensitive to dependent components present in large mole fractions x j in the phase and less sensitive to those present in small mole fractions. Conversely, the logarithmic-scale criterion used in PSSC is sensitive to primal activity coefficients and mainly to the dual chemical potentials, but less to the mole fractions of dependent components. In other words, the index k is to a less extent based on the primal solution n (x) and uses the dual solution u of the GEM problem to greater extent than the old index f α,k .
This notion explains why the introduction of the new phase stability index Eq. 21 and the new PSSC algorithm, together with the modified Dikin's criterion of IPM convergence (Eq. 20), has dramatically improved the robustness and internal consistency of the GEMS3K code, compared to previous versions of GEMIPM2K and Selektor codes. In turn, this success suggests a hypothesis that in the iterative numerical process of the IPM algorithm, the error accumulation mainly occurs in the primal solution approximation, rather than in the dual one. This idea forms the basis of the SpeciationCleanup algorithm. There are, however, infrequent numerically ill-behaved cases, when the dual solution approximation becomes divergent, and dramatic error accumulation or failure in MBR or IPM may occur.
Calculation of nonideal mixing models for solution phases
The substantial advantage of direct GEM algorithms lies in their ability to potentially handle any number of nonideal solution phases simultaneously in the same chemical thermodynamic system, without any a priori information on which phases are stable and which not. With the current GEM algorithm, it is possible to model very complex nonideal solid-solution aqueous-solution systems (e.g., [15, 36] ). The most complex system that we have successfully tested with GEM-Selektor v.3 is composed of 13 independent components (12 chemical elements plus charge), one aqueous solution with 83 species, 44 nonideal mineral solid-solution phases with up to nine end members, and additionally 48 pure solid phases. The GEMS3K code can compute models of nonideal mixing in two ways, either (1) by interpreting phase model scripts (prepared in phase records stored in the GEM-Selektor project data base) or (2) by executing built-in models of mixing, which are implemented on the basis of the new TSolMod C++ class interface. The stand-alone GEMS3K code can execute any built-in model, but usage of phase model scripts is not supported. The TSolMod class library with its numerous models of mixing, as provided in GEMSelektor and GEMS3K codes, is described in detail in [59] . Regardless of the type of model (built-in or scripted), the execution occurs within the CalculateAc- tivityCoefficients() procedure, which has three modes that are summarized in Table 7 .
In some highly nonideal phases (for instance, reciprocal sublattice solid solutions), the activities of end members can so strongly change with phase composition that this may disturb the smooth convergence of MBR and main IPM descent procedures. Because of the strong coupling between the chemical potentials of end members of different solid solution phases in such systems, this may result in an oscillating behavior of the GEM IPM algorithm that prevents the descent to the stable minimum Gibbs energy state. In such cases, the application of smoothing procedures may be necessary, although this may slow down the convergence of IPM and the performance of the GEMS3K solver.
Smoothing in systems with highly nonideal phases
Through extensive numerical tests using systems with highly nonideal phases where the main IPM descent procedure did not properly converge, we found that an efficient procedure for smoothing chemical potential oscillations would depend on the ratio of the actual value of the Dikin's criterion C D (Eq. 20) and the prescribed IPM convergence threshold ε D . The newly implemented formula for calculation of the smoothing factor 
and compared with the empirical smoothing sensitivity threshold ε sm = 1·10 −3 :
As seen from Eq. 27, the smoothing suppresses only increments to chemical potentials of dependent components that are present in the primal solution approximations in nonzero amounts and only when these increments are sufficiently large. The value of ε sm may dramatically affect the GEM IPM performance and the number of iterations. Because the smoothing procedure invariably results in a slight distortion of the activitycomposition relationships in nonideal solution phases, it should only be used with great caution. Simple aquatic systems where no nonideal phases are present in addition to the aqueous phase will usually converge without smoothing. Z ≤ 100 is checked). Note that actual ranges in well-posed systems are not so broad and become much narrower with increasing temperature. For a detailed detection of stiff behavior, for each independent component, a moving average of its u i value for three consecutive IPM iterations is calculated, and its variation relative to previous value at (r−1) is compared with a prescribed tolerance. If a substantial shift is detected, the warning is issued, the entire calculation is restarted in AIA mode, and the result from IPM iteration (r − 2) is returned (the PSSC procedure is skipped in this case). In such a result, the primal and dual IPM solutions are not internally consistent, but cannot be further improved because of the absence of DCs in amounts sufficient to constrain a diverging ith IC chemical potential u i . If this happens, the system bulk composition has to be redefined such that certain redox buffering for the ith element is provided.
